Fusion Stone is an easy and budget-friendly way to beautifully upgrade your home, inside and out. Available in three distinct textures, all backed by a Lifetime Guarantee, Fusion Stone can be installed on both new and existing wall assemblies regardless of surface. With just a few basic tools your average homeowner is transformed into a Fusion Stone expert!

**DIY Features**
- Patented mechanically fastened system
- Fusion Stone featuring a patented system of stainless steel clips and screws that can be installed using standard tools for a lifetime of maintenance-free performance.

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED**
- Tape measure
- Level
- Rubber head hammer
- Power drill and bit (bit is provided)
- Grinder or saw with masonry blade
- Safety glasses
- Breathable weather resistant barrier
- Plywood or OSB

**DO-IT-YOURSELF MASONRY GUIDE**

**DO-IT-YOURSELF MASONRY**
Fusion Stone is an easy and budget-friendly way to beautifully upgrade your home, inside and out. Available in three distinct textures, all backed by a Lifetime Guarantee, Fusion Stone can be installed on both new and existing wall assemblies regardless of surface. With just a few basic tools your average homeowner is transformed into a Fusion Stone expert!

**DIY STEPS**

1. **PREPARE YOUR SURFACE**
Fusion Stone is installed over a Plywood or OSB substrate. Ensure that the substrate has been covered in a code approved, breathable, weather resistant barrier. Not required on interior installations.

2. **INSTALLING THE STARTER STRIP**
Starters Strips are used at the base of all jobs as well as above any openings (windows and doors). Level and install the Starter Strips using the stainless steel screws provided.

3. **INSTALLING FUSION CORNERS**
Begin installing Fusion Stone at the corner. As you build the corner ensure that you alternate short and long sides.

4. **COMPLETE INSTALLATION**
Continue to lay the stone in the pattern described in the detailed instructions. The last stone installed on every row may need to be cut to length.

**INDOOR APPLICATIONS**
- Wine Cellars
- Fireplaces
- Backsplashes
- Feature Walls
- Kitchen Islands
- Accent Walls

**HOME EXTERIOR**
- Barbecues
- Columns & Pilars
- Garden Sheds
- Deck Surrounds
- Planter Boxes

**OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS**
- Great Lakes: Brindle Dry Stack: Charcoal
- Great Lakes: Raven
- Great Lakes: Fawn
- Peninsula Ledger Stone:
  - Cyprus
  - CCMC 14008-R
  - Groto
GREAT LAKES

Great Lakes is our best-selling Fusion Stone system for a reason. It fuses together ease of installation, no mortar convenience, a rugged, traditional visual effect, and a colour selection you will love. Nothing beats Great Lakes for elegance and utter good looks.

Choose from the distinctive rusty and brown multi-hues of Brindle, the relaxed, subdued tones of beautiful Raven, the contemporary, rich and cloudy overtones of Carbon, or the more subtle resonance of dusky Fawn.

For more on Fusion Stone Great Lakes visit www.fusionstone.ca

All colours are printed representations. Actual colours may vary.

DRIY-STACK

Dry-Stack Fusion Stone derives its name from the innovative feature of no mortar installation that translates into the much valued benefit of an easy, no mess application.

Dry-Stack produces an amazingly uniform and highly finished appearance to be admired for a lifetime. The self-hining Caramel and Charcoal colour selections are difficult to choose between but both offer stunning nuances of discriminating good taste.

For more on Fusion Stone Dry-Stack visit www.fusionstone.ca

All colours are printed representations. Actual colours may vary.

PENINSULA LEDGESTONE

Introducing the newest member of the Fusion Stone family. Peninsula Ledgestone has been designed to satisfy those looking for a more contemporary look in stone veneer.

Available in two modern colour choices, Peninsula Ledgestone is the perfect way to make an up-to-date statement with the traditional strength and appeal of stone.

For more on Fusion Stone Peninsula Ledgestone visit www.fusionstone.ca

All colours are printed representations. Actual colours may vary.

ACCESSORIES

Finishing touches will show off your Fusion Stone project to its greatest advantage. With the application of one or several of our creative accessory items, windows, doors, electrical fixtures and outlets and more become seamlessly integrated into the overall design and complete your Fusion Stone vision.

For more on Fusion Stone Accessories visit www.fusionstone.ca

All colours are printed representations. Actual colours may vary.
Fusion Stone is an easy and budget-friendly way to beautifully upgrade your home, inside and out. Available in three distinct textures, all backed by a Lifetime Guarantee, Fusion Stone can be installed on both new and existing walls regardless of surface. With just a few basic tools your average handy person is transformed into a Fusion Stone expert!

Fusion Stone features a patented system of stainless steel clips and screws that can be installed in any weather by anyone for a lifetime of maintenance-free performance.

DO-IT-YOURSELF MASONRY GUIDE

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
• Tape measure
• Level
• Rubber head hammer
• Power drill and bit (bit is provided)
• Grinder or saw with masonry blade
• Safety glasses
• Breathable weather resistant barrier
• Plywood or OSB

INDOOR APPLICATIONS
• Wine Cellars
• Fireplaces
• Backsplashes
• Feature Walls
• Kitchen Islands
• Accent Walls

OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS
• Home Exterior
• Barbecues
• Columns & Pilars
• Garden Sheds
• Deck Surrounds
• Planter Boxes

DO-IT-YOURSELF MASONRY GUIDE

1. PREPARE YOUR SURFACE
Fusion Stone is installed over a Plywood or OSB substrate. Ensure that the substrate has been covered in a code approved, breathable, weather resistant barrier. Not required on interior installations.

2. INSTALLING THE STARTER STRIP
Startender Strips are used at the base of all jobs as well as above any openings (windows and doors). Level and install the Starter Strips using the stainless steel screws provided.

3. INSTALLING FUSION CORNERS
Begin installing Fusion Stone at the corner. As you build the corner ensure that you alternate short and long sides.

4. COMPLETE INSTALLATION
Continue laying the stone in the pattern described in the detailed instructions. The last stone installed on every row may need to be cut to length.